ANALYTICS IN THE
CONNECTED WORLD

What does it take to seize opportunities in the
connected world? It requires an ability to listen and
anticipate better. And to do this, enterprises need to
capture data effectively, turn them into insights and
act upon them. Analytics can improve business
performance but no matter where analytics is
applied, the key is to use the insights they generate
intelligently – in a way that it stimulates learning,
organizational improvement and decisions that
create competitive advantage.
Analytics and big data have no doubt become
intertwined, but the largeness of big data often
takes it into the realm of machines, social media
and the ever-evolving Internet of Things. However,
consumer and enterprise technology support is
where the most immediate gains are waiting to be
realized. Here, every transaction or interaction is
pure insight. It reveals preferences waiting to
become offers or interventions and issues on their
way to much-needed resolutions.
At CSS Corp, we’re bringing interaction to action –
our Active Delivery Framework charts a roadmap to
rich support analytics that describes, pre-empts
and prescribes.

DIGITAL ADVERTISING FROM
TERABYTES TO REAL-TIME INSIGHTS
When right and timely insights make your product
more valuable and meaningful, customers come
flocking, and you’re on the road to greater revenue.

THE CLIENT
A leading advertising business management solutions
company.

THE SITUATION
An important stage in the digital advertising lifecycle is
inventory forecasting as it enables publishers to offer
guaranteed impressions to advertisers and agencies,
which then form an important input for sales. The client
used an Excel-based model to forecast inventory – a
solution that couldn’t keep up with the pace of data
generated in the connected world. They wanted an
automated solution that they could offer as part of its
flagship SaaS business management solution. The
solution needed to support high capacity and be
customizable and scalable.

OUR SOLUTION
Using Hadoop as the platform and an agile development
methodology, we built an application aptly named
‘GHOST’ as it eats away huge amounts of data and leaves
behind only the data needed to forecast inventory.
‘GHOST’ allows customization of the type of data,
supports multiple flow types, and is built with user needs
in mind – adding a new customer is as simple as dropping
a new property file to the application. And ‘GHOST’ is
constantly evolving – the team is evaluating new
possibilities such as intraday processing of ad exchange
real-time logs.

THE OUTCOMES
The ability to process three terabytes of semi-structured
raw file day by the end of a workday is just the start for
‘GHOST’, using which the client can now forecast ad
inventory levels using real-time data as well as consolidate
and identify different inventory metrics based on the
impression log data and internal data for the future. With
analytics capabilities like this added to their flagship
solution, the client is seeing an increase in revenue from
the solution, making the most of every impression and
forecasting not just preference and pricing, but profit too.

